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Summary

United Knowledge develops websites in the content management system WebGUI. We 
are currently developing the site Webgui-help.nl to support our customers in the use of 
WebGUI. This support consists of a large number of tutorials. These consist of a number 
of steps; every step consists of an image, a title, and a description. To display these 
steps we need a slideshow, which can also play an audio file for each step.

We have tested our concept with Monoslideshow  (www.monoslideshow.com). But this 
tool does not fit well in our plans for this concept in the future. We want an open source 
code  and  the  possibility  for  further  development  of  the  slideshow.  The  goal  is  to 
implement this tool in WebGUI in some or other way.

An example of how we use the slideshow on Webgui-help.nl:
● http://webgui-help.nl/artikel/hoe-plaats-ik-een-artikel  
● http://webgui-help.nl/gebruikers/hoe-voeg-je-een-gebruiker-toe  

The flash tool has to be made for Flash 9 and should test on compatibility.

Behaviour

Every slide consists of an image, a title, a description and a soundfile. The description 
and the soundfile are optional.

The images will be displayed in order of appearance in the XML file. As soon as an image 
is loaded, the tool should proceed loading the next ones.

If  an  image  is  too  large  for  the  slideshow,  it  has  to  be  resized  proportionally.  This 
because we do not want any information to be hidden. If an image is too small for the 
slideshow, it should not be resized. The color of the background of the slideshow, that 
might be visible around the image if it is resized or too small, should be a variable in the 
XML.

The height,  width and colors  will  be read from the XML.  Depending on  the settings 
specified in the XML the slideshow should either show a play button or autostart upon 
loading. The same is true for the looping of the slideshow.

When a slide is displayed, the corresponding soundfile should be played. This is also the 
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case if the slide is selected from the thumbnails or with the buttons for previous/next 
slide.

The duration that the image is displayed is also a variable in the XML. If the sound file is 
too long for the slide, the slide carries on to the next slide, cutting off the sound file. 

The transition between the slides is a fade to a background color, followed by a fade in to 
the next slide. This will be the only transition for now, but more may be added later.

Interface

The interface consists of these elements.

A box with the title and the description, which can be found in the content-XML file. The 
title should be preceded by the number of the slide and the total number of slides (for 
example 1/25). A description is not always available, but an image will always have a 
title.

A menu with:
● A pause-/playbutton. This is one button that displays a “play” symbol when the 

slideshow is paused and vice versa.
● To both sides of that button: buttons for the previous and the next slide. At the 

last slide, clicking the “next” button will  show the first slide. At the first slide, 
clicking the “previous” button will  display the last  slide. A variable in  the XML 
(autoPause) determines if clicking one of these two buttons causes the slideshow 
to pause or not.

● A volume slider and a mute button.



There should be a choice to auto hide the controls and title and text or not. 

On the bottom of the slideshow the thumbnails will be displayed in the correct order. By 
clicking on a thumbnail, the user goes directly to the corresponding slide. This action also 
has to  check the aforementioned autoPause variable.  Moreover,  the thumbnail  of  the 
current slide is highlighted: it is centered and larger than the other thumbnails. This to 
make it clear which thumbnail is being displayed.

The thumbnail bar won’t be looped. So you’ll see a blank area to the left of the row of 
thumbnails at the start of the demo and a blank area to the right at the end of the demo.

Thumbnails  will  be  produced serverside  from the  original  files  being  loaded into  the 
player, to keep their quality. 

There will be a function to auto-hide the thumbnails, so they don’t take up room on the 
stage all the time. Thumbnails should still be visible in some way or other. 

If the slideshow does not autostart (variable in the XML): a large, centered play button 
that starts the slideshow when clicked and then disappears. An example, if you need one, 
is the play button of a youtube movie, when placed on a website other than youtube. If 
the  last  slide  has  been  displayed  for  the  specified  duration,  the  play  button  should 
reappear, unless the loop function is on (in the XML).

The progress of loading a slide, with its soundfile, should be displayed with a loading 
icon.



Design

The user of the slideshow should be able to customize it's design to make it fit in with his 
or her website. Therefore he/she should be able to specify colors and fonts in the XML 
file. The slideshow does not need to have a border or window. If the slideshow is 400 by 
300 for example, it should display an image of 400 by 300 without needing to resize it. 
Borders can be made with CSS.

A border that is customizable in the XML is an option, but not a must.

The XML and HTML

For every slideshow there will be 2 XML files: one for the configuration (config-XML) and 
one for the content (content-XML).

De content-XML will contain:
● A number of images (on Webgui-help.nl usually between 5 and 15), in jpeg, gif or 

png format.
● For every image a title and an optional description – this will be between one and 

5 lines.
● For every image an optional soundfile (mp3).

The order of the slides is determined by the order of the images in the XML.

A problem with Monoslideshow is that it is not possible to use quotation marks or HTML 
entities (e.g. &euml;). If possible would like to be able to use HTML tags as well, most 
notably the <br /> and the <a> tag.

The following properties have to be in the XML file. The variables with an asterisk are the 
ones that should also be available in the html. If these are specified in the HTML they will 
overwrite the XML.

● Height and width *
● Background color *
● Color for text and controls *
● Border color for text and controls *
● Background color for text and controls *
● Font: Verdana, Arial, Times
● Font size
● Height and width of the thumbnails
● Duration of a slide
● Start muted on or off
● Auto-start on or off
● Looping on or off
● Auto pause on or off
● Error message: no content-xml found
● Auto hide thumbnails
● Auto hide controls
● Auto hide title and text



We do think that the color of the controls has to change on mouseover, however this 
does not need to be a variable in the XML as we originally intended.

An example Monoslideshow XML file, generated by WebGUI:
http://webgui-help.nl/webgui-help-monoslideshow.xml?
thread=kgMMWZydMx4PspSnMyiIgg

We like the way the configuration works, but we think the content part needs a different 
approach. For example: using quotation marks does not work with this syntax.

The code

The code should be understandable  and well  structured,  for  future modification.  The 
actionscript could be divided in different files for interface, XML variables, transitions etc. 
This to give an example, there may be other ways of creating a good structure.

Possible future modifications: more variables in the XML, more transitions, more interface 
elements, more content items, etc.

The interface element should be separate swf files, also for easy modification.

On delivery, we would like to see a working example of the slideshow tool placed in an 
HTML file. This including a script that checks if the user has the required version of Flash 
installed and returns an appropriate error message.

The licence

All files should be delivered as open source under the GNU GPL v2.0 licence:
http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/gpl-2.0.html

If you have any questions, please contact me or Arjan Widlak by mail or phone.
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